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Hey Mikey K I could use a little help over there...  

Quote from Dwill on 08/28/06 at 12:03:51:

Hey Mikey K I could use a little help over there...  

 
Chris blocked my access from my office computer so I can't post there during office 
hours.  There is a Fedex Kinko's across the street but just so you know he's blocked
the IP addresses of every Fedex Kinko's in the country.  My only shot to post there is
that I bought anonymizer for my wife's computer so Chris hasn't figured out how to 
block that yet.  I'll check in tonight when I get home..  What is going on?? 
 
PS, do you think Chris is afraid of what I have to say??  Now that I stoped being mean
to his groupies he can't cut me off for being mean so he invented some other bullshit
reason.  He'll do anything to avoid confronting the nonsensical ideas that he promotes
and allows to go on over there.. 
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Quote from MHK on 08/28/06 at 12:58:38:

Quote from Dwill on 08/28/06 at 12:03:51:

Hey Mikey K I could use a little help over there...  

Chris blocked my access from my office computer so I can't post there during 
office hours.  There is a Fedex Kinko's across the street but just so you know
he's blocked the IP addresses of every Fedex Kinko's in the country.  My only
shot to post there is that I bought anonymizer for my wife's computer so Chris 
hasn't figured out how to block that yet.  I'll check in tonight when I get
home..  What is going on?? 

PS, do you think Chris is afraid of what I have to say??  Now that I stoped
being mean to his groupies he can't cut me off for being mean so he invented 
some other bullshit reason.  He'll do anything to avoid confronting the
nonsensical ideas that he promotes and allows to go on over there.. 

 
Check you PM 
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Quote from Dwill on 08/28/06 at 14:44:46:

Quote from MHK on 08/28/06 at 12:58:38:

Quote from Dwill on 08/28/06 at 12:03:51:

Hey Mikey K I could use a little help over there...  

Chris blocked my access from my office computer so I can't post there 
during office hours.  There is a Fedex Kinko's across the street but just
so you know he's blocked the IP addresses of every Fedex Kinko's in 
the country.  My only shot to post there is that I bought anonymizer
for my wife's computer so Chris hasn't figured out how to block that 
yet.  I'll check in tonight when I get home..  What is going on?? 

PS, do you think Chris is afraid of what I have to say??  Now that I
stoped being mean to his groupies he can't cut me off for being mean 
so he invented some other bullshit reason.  He'll do anything to avoid
confronting the nonsensical ideas that he promotes and allows to go 
on over there.. 

Check you PM 

 
I don't know this woman at all, other then what I see her post to Chris board, but is
she a professional whiner for a living??  All this woman does seems to me is post about
things that she appears to know little about, then gets indignent when someone posts
an opposing point of view, and now is whining that other "tech" divers should be "silent
role models"  In other words, don't say anything when the dive planning makes no
sense, or when the very environment they purport to want to photograph is getting
ruined by the photographers, we should remain silent about it, because she is an
"experienced" diver in need of ankle weights.. 
 
I'll try to check in over there when I get home, but with Chris skill at blocking my 
access over there I know I'm on borrowed time so it's pretty difficult to contribute 
anything in a material manner since you'll never know when Chris will figure out how 
else to block me.. 
 
Later 
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Thanks Doug..  That is pretty amazing stuff going on over there.  Since she seems to
like to "summarize" let's see if I can summarize it for everyone here.  Elaine took a
bunch of photo's showing other photographers sitting on the very environment they are
supposed to be documenting.  A few people took issue with that so Elaine then said
they are "responsible and experienced" divers that adhere to the "minimal impact 
concept" too which others then took issue with.  So when all else failed Elaine then
stated the following: 
 
"What I find even more amazing is that now people feel so self righteous that they see 
nothing wrong with telling others what air should breathe. That behavior and attitude is
way out of hand. It would be terrific if there were some role models for the tech diving 
community that demonstrate some respect for others. Unfortunately, most of the really
nice and truely respectable techies tend to be the silent ones." 
 
As near as I can tell she is probably referring to me when I suggested that doing a 
pinnacle that starts at 125' on air isn't the wisest course of action.  But nonetheless,
what that hell that has to do with the photographers ruining the reef at Farnsworth is a 
stretch of logic that escapes me.  It's clear Elaine likes to post whatever she wants to
public forums and then gets indignent if anyone points out that there might be a more 
logical, or a safer and more efficient way to do things.  I guess unless her 2 or 3
cheerleaders don't constantly tell her how great her trip reports are she gets offended.
 For the life of me I can't figure out why this woman continually responds to my posts,
baits me, and then claims she wants to be above the "karate wars"..  I can't figure her
out and frankly I don't care to try, I just try to avoid her and hope she doesn't keep 
responding to my posts.. 
 
Good luck over there Doug, it's an uphill battle. 
 
  
 

There is a picture of a group of divers sitting on the reef at Farnsworth?  Really?  I'll
have to go look for it... recent I assume?
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Quote from MHK on 08/28/06 at 16:29:58:

Thanks Doug..  That is pretty amazing stuff going on over there.  Since she
seems to like to "summarize" let's see if I can summarize it for everyone here.
 Elaine took a bunch of photo's showing other photographers sitting on the
very environment they are supposed to be documenting.  A few people took
issue with that so Elaine then said they are "responsible and experienced" 
divers that adhere to the "minimal impact concept" too which others then took
issue with.  So when all else failed Elaine then stated the following: 

"What I find even more amazing is that now people feel so self righteous that 
they see nothing wrong with telling others what air should breathe. That 
behavior and attitude is way out of hand. It would be terrific if there were 
some role models for the tech diving community that demonstrate some 
respect for others. Unfortunately, most of the really nice and truely 
respectable techies tend to be the silent ones." 

As near as I can tell she is probably referring to me when I suggested that 
doing a pinnacle that starts at 125' on air isn't the wisest course of action.  But
nonetheless, what that hell that has to do with the photographers ruining the 
reef at Farnsworth is a stretch of logic that escapes me.  It's clear Elaine likes
to post whatever she wants to public forums and then gets indignent if anyone
points out that there might be a more logical, or a safer and more efficient 
way to do things.  I guess unless her 2 or 3 cheerleaders don't constantly tell
her how great her trip reports are she gets offended.  For the life of me I can't
figure out why this woman continually responds to my posts, baits me, and 
then claims she wants to be above the "karate wars"..  I can't figure her out
and frankly I don't care to try, I just try to avoid her and hope she doesn't 
keep responding to my posts.. 

Good luck over there Doug, it's an uphill battle. 

 
Well, it seems Chris has redirected my IP to the Department of Homeland Security, just
as he did to Mike. 
 
The difference is that while Mike is an accountant; I actually run a company that is in 
the software business, specifically the internet/cell phone world. 
 
I have several high level networking engineers that work for the company. 
I think one of them might just be assigned full time to a new web related project. 
Hell I might even have to give him a raise or maybe a bonus. 

Doug, 
 
That list is pretty comical.  Chris leaves up what he wants to leave up.  He deletes what
he wants to delete and even goes so far as to go into posts made by others to alter 
their own words and acts as if the historical record on that list is accurate. 
 
Laughably, they pretend that the list is free and open..  The lengths they go to in
justifying certain activities cracks me up.  I mean we are supposed to believe that it is
so important and necessary for Elaine to take a picture for her trip reports, that it 
justifies destroying the very environment they are documenting.  It's laughable..
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Quote from MHK on 08/29/06 at 10:22:11:

Doug, 

That list is pretty comical.  Chris leaves up what he wants to leave up.  He
deletes what he wants to delete and even goes so far as to go into posts made
by others to alter their own words and acts as if the historical record on that 
list is accurate. 

Laughably, they pretend that the list is free and open..  The lengths they go to
in justifying certain activities cracks me up.  I mean we are supposed to
believe that it is so important and necessary for Elaine to take a picture for her 
trip reports, that it justifies destroying the very environment they are 
documenting.  It's laughable..

 
That list is a joke. 
Soon there will only be a few people left to stroke each other on that list. 
 
Chris must have plenty of free time and money to monitor and maintain that list.  At

least I hope he does...   

Quote from Dwill on 08/29/06 at 12:51:18:

Quote from MHK on 08/29/06 at 10:22:11:

Doug, 

That list is pretty comical.  Chris leaves up what he wants to leave up.
 He deletes what he wants to delete and even goes so far as to go into
posts made by others to alter their own words and acts as if the 
historical record on that list is accurate. 

Laughably, they pretend that the list is free and open..  The lengths
they go to in justifying certain activities cracks me up.  I mean we are
supposed to believe that it is so important and necessary for Elaine to 
take a picture for her trip reports, that it justifies destroying the very 
environment they are documenting.  It's laughable..

That list is a joke. 
Soon there will only be a few people left to stroke each other on that list. 

Chris must have plenty of free time and money to monitor and maintain that 

list.  At least I hope he does...   

 
Mike; 
PM sent... waaaa hooooo...... 
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Quote:

 
Within the context of the Farnsworth Trip, I think she was referring to me (the picture 
of Scooter/Stage Bottle Dude).  I figure the Seadivers get enough lecturing and
"negative/critical reinforcement", so I just bite my tongue and pretty much keep to 
myself for the entire boat ride.  As far as I saw, the photogs were not laying or
kneeling on any hydrocoral.  I was very concerned though and monitored one
photographer when she drifted down past me at 90', task-loaded with deploying wide 
angle camera strobe arms, finally arresting the descent and correcting her buoyancy 
after about half a minute --at over 110' deep.  I'd like to think she took that cool
picture of me as gratitude for my vigilance, and perhaps for keeping my mouth shut on 
all matters DIR for the entire day (I did however wear my Halcyon Ball Cap backwards, 

gangsta style!  ) 

I don't know this woman at all, other then what I see her post to Chris
board, but is she a professional whiner for a living??  All this woman does
seems to me is post about things that she appears to know little about, then
gets indignent when someone posts an opposing point of view, and now is
whining that other "tech" divers should be "silent role models"  In other
words, don't say anything when the dive planning makes no sense, or when
the very environment they purport to want to photograph is getting ruined
by the photographers, we should remain silent about it, because she is an
"experienced" diver in need of ankle weights..

"That which doesn't kill me makes me more . . .(sore the next morning)..."
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Quote from Kevrumbo on 08/30/06 at 13:22:44:

Quote:

Within the context of the Farnsworth Trip, I think she was referring to me (the
picture of Scooter/Stage Bottle Dude).  I figure the Seadivers get enough
lecturing and "negative/critical reinforcement", so I just bite my tongue and 
pretty much keep to myself for the entire boat ride.  As far as I saw, the
photogs were not laying or kneeling on any hydrocoral.  I was very concerned
though and monitored one photographer when she drifted down past me at 
90', task-loaded with deploying wide angle camera strobe arms, finally 
arresting the descent and correcting her buoyancy after about half a minute 
--at over 110' deep.  I'd like to think she took that cool picture of me as
gratitude for my vigilance, and perhaps for keeping my mouth shut on all 
matters DIR for the entire day (I did however wear my Halcyon Ball Cap 

backwards, gangsta style!  ) 

 
I saw the picture she posted of you.  I didn't see you hitting anything. 
 
It was the several other pictures of divers with cameras laying on the reef that caught 
my attention. 
The next thing you know Elaine is saying that's what you have to do to take pictures. 
 
Seems weird to me.  I carry a video camera on most every dive, dive doubles and
normally carry at least a couple of deco/stage cylinders.  I don't have any trouble
keeping off of stuff and maintaining bouyancy and trim. 
 
Then when she couldn't argue with that, she says "the boaters did it"... 
 
Too funny.. 

I don't know this woman at all, other then what I see her post to 
Chris board, but is she a professional whiner for a living??  All this
woman does seems to me is post about things that she appears to 
know little about, then gets indignent when someone posts an 
opposing point of view, and now is whining that other "tech" divers 
should be "silent role models"  In other words, don't say anything
when the dive planning makes no sense, or when the very 
environment they purport to want to photograph is getting ruined by 
the photographers, we should remain silent about it, because she is 
an "experienced" diver in need of ankle weights.. 


